May 8, 2012

PND No. 124023.01

Mr. Bill Dowe
Skagit County Public Works
1800 Continental Place
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
Subject:

Sinclair Island Dock Replacement Project
Concept Drawings and Cost Estimates

Dear Mr. Dowe:
Sinclair Island, located in Skagit County, has an existing water access float, gangway and
approach pier, as well as a timber wave wall. All components of the facility are suffering
from age and wear and portions have been severely damaged by the elements. For example,
the timber gangway has been damaged to the extent that it has been removed from service.
The timber pile wave wall is on the verge of collapse and the modular concrete floats have
been damaged from the heavy wave environment behind the failing wall.
In an effort to respond to the concerns of Sinclair Island stakeholders the County has
undertaken an assessment of existing facilities and various concept studies for replacement.
PND was requested, as part of this effort, to update current concept drawings and cost
estimates for new facilities as well as prepare an additional design concept for consideration.
This letter summarizes the attached concept drawings and cost estimates.
All three options share some of the same elements. Each option considered in this study is
in generally the same location as the existing facilities, located within the existing tidelands
lease boundaries. It is assumed that the failed gangway will be replaced with an existing new
80-foot long ADA aluminum gangway which the County already owns. All three options
push the float and other structures out into deeper water, farther from the shoreline. This
has benefits for both permitting (less overwater shading in the shallows) as well as providing
deeper draft for mooring larger vessels on either side of the float. The approach pier is
replaced in all three concepts.
Following is a brief summary of the features included in each option presented:
Option A
The most complete and costly option presented includes a new steel partially penetrating
wave barrier to provide superior wave protection for the new facilities and provide year
round safe harbor moorage for users on both sides of the float. The new float is assumed to
be concrete with internal pile hoop, but could be constructed of a variety of different
materials, since it will be well protected. The new float would be approximately the same
dimensions as the old float.
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